Fairfield County Board of DD
Leadership Team Report
August 19, 2014

Finance

Beth Seifert

Revenues:
Revenues were approximately $464,900 above projections.
Medicaid (Adult Day, Non-Medical Transportation, Supported Employment, TCM)
Waiver Reconciliation Payment SFY12
Property Taxes
Transfer In (Fund 3062)
Medicaid Admin Claiming (MAC)
Day Services Billed to Other Counties
BWC Refund
Vinton Co. Reimbursement
Title XX
REM – Adult Day Services
ODE
RSC (Community Employment, Benefit Analysis & Embracing Autism, Discover U)

$ 289,500
237,100
224,300
95,500
67,300
32,500
27,500
15,900
-19,700
-30,300
-121,700
- 326,500
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Expenditures:
Expenditures were approximately $2,973,000 below projections.
Salary and Benefits were below projections by $611,800.
Non-wage expenditures were $2,361,300 below projections. Contract Services
are trending lower than we anticipated (approximately $994,600)

Major Variances:

Purchased Transportation
SSA – General Contract Services
Purchased Provider Services
Property Maintenance (utilities, custodial…)
Therapy Services
Adult Services – General Contract Svcs

$-196,100
-177,707
-175,800
-134,900
-91,400
-95,600

In addition, Waiver match/admin fees were budgeted in July ($682,800) but
invoices were not processed until August ($552,200).
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Technology:
Jay Mattlin
Gatekeeper
Jay is about 75% through the Gatekeeper security audit. The majority of staff
are complete and have been moved over to a role based security model. This
means that when someone needs more permissions to do their job, they should
fall into a security role instead of just adding permissions. This will make
management of securities easier in the event that Jay is unavailable to manage
user accounts. Someone else, with the appropriate permissions, would be able to
make changes to user account securities much more simply. He is currently
working with the SSA Fiscal department in getting their permissions correct. This
department has been cumbersome because of the amount of cross-position work
that goes on. So far, Joelle is the only one with new permissions and they are
working well.
There is a Gatekeeper upgrade available for Fairfield County. Jay is awaiting
approval from the SSA department to go ahead and install the upgrade.
Administration
Jay completed 79 trouble tickets in June.
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Jay has been working closely with Hayden to get her acclimated to working in
our agency. She was able to finish the laptops that are going to the conference
rooms. So far, a laptop has been permanently mounted in the upstairs
conference room at the Pickerington Office and the laptop for the large
conference room at the Opportunity Center should be installed in August.
Jay and Hayden have been working on replacing computers on the replacement
schedule. Hayden is learning the ins and outs of our software and what goes on
what computers. She is getting rather quick at imaging new computers now. In
June, we were able to replace eight computers in just one week.
Forest Rose School
Early Intervention received their iPads in July. At this point, they will be using
them strictly for email and communicating with Rebecca and their families when
they are out of the office. In the coming months, Rebecca and Jay will be
working together to develop fillable forms on the iPad so that forms can be more
quickly filled out and sent back to Forest Rose. This will enable the entry of items
into Intellivue to go much smoother. Jay will also be working on getting case
noting setup in Gatekeeper. This will make billing for Title XX easier rather than
sorting through physical papers.
Hayden will be going to each computer in early August to setup the computers
and do any applicable updates that each computer needs. This will be done prior
to staff returning on August 18.
Opportunity Center
Peachtree was updated to allow multiple users into it. This will make the process
for working on payroll and financials easier for Jeanie as she is working in both.
In the event that Jeanie is not there, Karla is now able to access Jeanie’s data as
well.
The iPads that are being repurposed to the Opportunity Center are being
reimaged and built back up. They should be ready for deployment in early
August. They will be setup as bare bone iPads so that Brad, Leslie and Megan
can determine exactly what to put on them. Ultimately, Jay would like to see
CareTracker or a CareTracker like product used on them as well.
With the addition of the Nifco line at the Opportunity Center, there have been a
multitude of changes made to computers and phones on the workshop floor. Jay
is working with County IT to get everything resolved and changed over.
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Discover U
Jay purchased two new Hewlett Packard All-in-One desktop computers for the
lab at Discover U. These will be used in conjunction with the other four
computers that are already there. These computers will be configured and setup
toward the end of July and early August.
Along the same lines as the new computers, Jay has had consistent problems
with rogue software installation and viruses on the computers at Discover U. He
will be setting an administrator login along with a guest account on all computers
that are not part of the Fairfield County Data Network. This will cut down on
rogue software and viruses which ultimately make the computers easier to
manage.
Human Resources and Operations
Cindy Hillberry
Human Resources:
During the month of July, Rachel posted 2 ISC Positions, 2 One-on-One Aide
positions, an Occupational Therapist Position, and a Speech-Language
Pathologist for Forest Rose School. Rachel is dedicating time to interview and
hire substitutes for both Forest Rose and the Opportunity Center. She continues
to work with John Bosser on the bi-weekly newsletter Fairfield DD in Focus. She
is training on payroll as well. We are currently interviewing or in the process of
filling the positions of Supervisor of Student Services, 2 part time nurse positions,
an Early Intervention Specialist, 2 One-On-One Aides and an Instructor Assistant.
Current postings include: Director of Services and Supports and One-On-One
Aide. We are in the process of interviewing and filling the following positions:
Director of Services and Supports, Professional Development Coordinator and
Early Intervention Specialist.
New Hires for the Month of July: Laura Sherman, ISC
Laura is a 1990 graduate from the University of Rio Grande.
She was previously employed by the Meigs County Board of DD
for 20+ years. Laura worked as a substitute teacher, habilitation
coordinator and 12 years as a services and supports
coordinator. She has a bachelor’s degree in Elementary
Education. Laura is a proud mother of two beautiful daughters who have been
diagnosed with disabilities, who have taught her that you can do anything you
want in life with determination. When she is not working she enjoys long walks
at local parks. Laura is excited to be a new member of the Fairfield County Board
of DD team!
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Highlights From July FairfieldDD In Focus:
Art & Clay on Main welcomed well over 2,000 visitors during the 2014 ArtWalk
and received much positive response to their first-ever ArtWalk installation! The
exhibit, titled Local Expressions, is featured on the dominant gallery wall at the
front of the store. The installation boasts, “We are artists. We are locals. We all
have something to say." The idea behind it is simple.
Blue Shoe Arts artists joined with creators of all ages and levels throughout the
community to collaborate on a project. The result would be one unified
statement made up of individual works of art. Each artist begins with the same
blank canvas, made of the same materials, taking up the same amount of space.
Not unlike each of us. Local expressions features over 50 identical brown kraft
paper bags which were used as the starting point for each individual work but
the end result is one, unified statement.
Adaptive Toys−Did you know that the Fairfield County District Library main
branch in Lancaster has a selection of adaptive toys to be checked out much like
you would a book? There is an entire industry devoted to toys and educational
materials for children with special needs. These are either toys that are made
especially for children with special needs, or are “off the shelf” toys that are
adapted to meet the needs of children with disabilities. Unfortunately, there are
few, if any, stores where these toys can be purchased. It is primarily an Internet
and catalog industry. The toys also can be expensive, which is difficult for
parents when it is impossible to know which toys a child will connect with, enjoy,
or want to continue to play with for hours on end. All you need is a valid Fairfield
County Library card and you can check out an adaptive toy like you would a book
and keep the toy for 3 weeks. This allows parents the opportunity to “try out” a
toy to see how their child reacts to it and if appropriate, make a more informed
purchase decision if they decide to buy.
The Farmers Market is being marketed by OSU Extension in its brochure Fairfield
County Food Guide, a comprehensive listing of farmers, food producers and
farmers markets.
Operations and Maintenance:
We have been working with NIFCO on setting up a new production area. The
Green Machine has been relocated to their new area; we are in the process of
relocating Art Rocks to the east side of building. We are also replacing the
equipment for the two walk-in refrigerator/freezers at Forest Rose. We
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completed testing of the fire alarm system at all of our locations and everything
passed inspection. We received grant money to secure the entrance at the
school; this will be taking place before the start of the new school year. We are
not going to be able to get the floors replaced at the school over the summer so
the project will be completed at the end of December.
Adult Services

Bob Gaston

General Updates:
Bob Gaston
Our work on the Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities Project
Transformation grant has been placed on temporary hold due to a family
emergency with our assigned national consultant, Dale Dileo. We anticipate that
Dale will be able to resume his work with Fairfield County later this month or the
first part of September.
We are beginning our work on developing goals and action steps for the adult
services program as part of the 2015 Quality Improvement Plan.
Program Services Update:
Brad Changet
Nifco America−The Opportunity Center has recently embarked on a very
exciting venture with a local plastics manufacturing company. Nifco America is a
mold injection factory that makes plastic parts for Honda and other vehicles.
They are in need of additional space and workers to fill orders for these parts.
Nifco has approached us about helping them out by providing associates, space,
and supervision for parts assembly. The most exciting part of this venture is that
we are employing associates who are not county board eligible to work alongside
our current workers. This is considered integrated employment as opposed to
traditional sheltered piece-work. The standards that are applied to any
competitive community employment are in place. Associates earn an hourly rate
that is at minimum wage or higher and must meet productivity rates established
by Nifco to maintain their employment.
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Ryan Holliday, Bob Roby, Wendy (Westaff), and Danny Stewart
working on Nifco parts assembly.
The work consists of snapping together plastic parts and rubber washers. All
told, there will be a variety of up to 24 different part assemblies. The tasks are
not complex, but will require extreme accuracy and speed to meet quotas set by
Nifco. We operate the job in two four-hour shifts. The times of the shifts are
from 7:30AM – 11:30AM and from 12:00PM – 4:00PM. Once in full swing, we
plan to have 4 individuals from here working each of those two shifts. We hope
to train a total of 12 individuals on the jobs and 8 of them would work each day.
The others fill in for absent workers or work certain days of the week in some
sort of rotation. Ideally, we would like the associates to work their shift and then
leave for home or some other supported community activity. However, initially,
they may choose to attend the OC for their regularly scheduled times when not
on their work shift. For example, if a person works the 12:00 – 4:00 shift, they
could ride their normal route to the OC and be here for employability skills
training until their shift starts at 12:00 and then work their shift.
The OC staff looked at the Fairfield Industries productivity list to identify the
initial group of persons who have begun working at Nifco. We explained the
work, the hours, the expectations, and had them try assembling some of the
parts. After two weeks of operation, we are working hard to meet the quotas
and have run out of components a few times. We are working closely with the
Nifco staff to build consistency of production. On August 7, Doug Atkins, General
Manager, came to the OC to do a slide presentation for our associates showing
them how the plant operates. He brought company t-shirts and presented to
them to the associates after the presentation.

Bob Roby, Mary Jo Praither (supervisor), Bree Holstein, Kelsey Irvin,
Doug Atkins (Nifco Manager), and Danny Stewart pose with their
company shirts.
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Art Rocks− July was a very busy month for our artist. We received a request
from the First Church of God in Lancaster to create a collaborative art piece
between our artist and their congregation. The congregation chose a banner with
hands reaching out around the
world. Art Rocks artist and the
congregation decorated hands
with each one being an individual
expression. On July 27, the First
Church of God celebrated there
“Be Bold” campaign. Art Rocks
Studio is very proud and happy to
be a part of this wonderful “Be
Bold” campaign in giving back to
our community. The First Church
of God is located at 732 East 6th
Ave. in Lancaster.

Opportunity Center Evolution– On Monday, August 4, the OC began
operating differently than it had before. In an attempt to improve services for
individuals, we looked at how to best provide services with our staff and
available spaces. We also wanted to have a way to refer to each area that was
dignified, purpose-driven, and with emphasis on Community and Employment
First. Below is the list of the new names of areas and the life coaches providing
the activities and services.
New Name
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community

Engagement Area
Engagement Area
Engagement Area
Engagement Area
Connections Area

Employability Skills Area 1
Employability Skills Area 2
Career Development Area 1
Career Development Area 2
Career Development Area 3
Nifco America
Green Machine
Art Rocks

1
2
3
4

Old Name
Hab
Hab
Hab
Hab – Kraft/Clark
Seniors
Activities
Old Computer lab
Green Machine
Art Rocks
Production

Life Coaches
Holt/Delong
Thompson/Waltson
McClellan/Heger
Kraft/Clark
Dufner/Gordon
Megahan/Sargent
Hunt/Knox/Stewart
Dumm/Schmelzer
Minnard
Goehring
VanMeter
McCracken/Praither
Kirkpatrick/Will
Rzanski
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Green Machine– The Green Machine is in full swing with the growing and
selling season. They have been making solid profits from the farmers’ market
selling fresh vegetables and flowers. They have also begun doing business with
a new restaurant in town called The Well. This new hot spot in town is located
on S. Broad Street and features a vegan and organic menu. Another venture
that will begin soon is that the Green Machine will be tending what is known as
“Tommy’s Triangle” at the intersection of Pleasantville Road and Marietta Road.
This plot of land honors the late Tommy Hartung. The gardeners continue to
expand their operation, grow in knowledge, and connect with the community.
Community Employment Services/JobFusion
Doug Mitchell
July Employee of the Month – Courtney Pendelton
JobFusion commends Courtney on her hard work and dedication to her job. She
has been employed with Fairfield County Board of Developmental Disabilities
since August 31, 2011. Courtney has a wonderful
personality with a smile that is infectious.
Congratulations Courtney on your accomplishments and
thank you for being a valued member of the team.
Discover U
On Monday, July 28, Bob Kendrick, News Anchor for
WSYX ABC 6 News and Emmy award winner, visited
DiscoverU and
taped a segment
about the program, which also included the
Step-Up 2 Work class. The segment will air
in September. Bob spent a lot of time
visiting job sites in River Valley Mall and
talking with JobFusion employees. He also
interviewed FCBDD Superintendent John
Pekar and store managers.

2014 Lancaster Festival
Once again individuals from JobFusion and the Opportunity Center put a shine on
downtown Lancaster during the 30th Lancaster
Festival celebration July 16-26! Twenty
individuals worked 163 hours alongside staff
members from JobFusion, the OC and
volunteers. Every year compliments are
received from citizens and business owners
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regarding the quality of the team’s work and how much better the city of
Lancaster looks, bringing big smiles and feelings of a job well done to all, despite
heat, rain, bees and cigarette butts. Pictured are (left to right) Johnathan S., Kathy
Dennison, Diane King, James Armstrong III, Jason H. and Chris Tope at the final
Friday night concert. Special thanks to Fairfield Federal Savings and Loan for
parking accommodations and to Fat Cat Pizza for all the pizza shared with the
workers.
Project Search– Fairfield Medical Center
The 2014-2015 Project Search classes begin August 15 and to welcome the new
students a Meet-and-Greet will be held on August 12th at Fairfield Medical
Center. This get-together gives everyone from students and parents to
professionals a chance to meet and talk with one another. This year there will be
students from Pickerington Central, Pickerington North, Groveport Madison,
Bloom Carroll, New Albany, Millersport, Whitehall and Gahanna Lincoln
participating.
Social Purpose Enterprises– Art & Clay and Square 7
One individual’s internship at Art & Clay ended in July and she will be starting the
Step-Up 2 Work program at DiscoverU. Another intern will be working at Art &
Clay for an additional three weeks and a new internship is starting the week of
August 11th. This is an excellent program for the interns, as they learn customer
service skills, organization, timeliness and product knowledge at both Art & Clay
and Square 7. To date, 5 individuals have participated, or are currently
participating in internships at Art & Clay and Square 7.
Business Advisory Council
The Business Advisory Council met on Thursday, July 31st at iHop in Lancaster.
The Council decided unanimously to meet every month instead of bi-monthly.
This will keep the momentum going and follow-throughs more productive. The
next meeting will be held from 9:00am to 10:00am, Thursday, August 28th at
iHop in Lancaster. The Council is currently accepting nominations for BAC
members. Current members include: Travis Markwood – President, LancasterFairfield Chamber of Commerce; Joe Henderson - Pickerington Development
Services; Susan Nixon-Stoughton - FairHoPe Hospice & Palliative Care; Kelly
Broeg - Glimcher/River Valley Mall/Specialty Leasing Manager; Darian Radabaugh
- General Manager/River Valley Mall; Scott Reed - Vice President, Fairfield
National Bank; Janet Cooper - Fairfield Medical Center, Recruitment Specialist;
Lou Varga - President, Varga Communications, and David Uhl – FCBDD Business
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Development Director. JobFusion staff members include Doug Mitchell, Kathy
Dennison, Sandy Donalds, and Linda McDonald.
July Job Development
A number of businesses have been contacted in July including: Phoenix
Eletrotek; DK Manufacturing; The Callos Company; Panacea, Max & Erma’s
(Pickerington); Mediterranean on 33; Gorsuch Realty; Lancaster Board of
Realtors; Anderson and Company; Mills Realty Management; Kroger’s
(Pickerington); City Electric Supply (various vendors displayed at Grand
Opening); Pickerington Library; King Thompson – Coldwell Banker; and KEMBA.
Job Development Report – July 2014
New hires in July

1

Travis S. @ The Lodge

Total number of individuals employed in the community on a regular basis

60

Customer Service/Follow-along by JobFusion

59

Job Losses in July

1

Total positions filled since January 1, 2014

11

Number of individuals trained by JobFusion in July because of customer service visits

1

Number of individuals currently in the DiscoverU program

6

Number of individuals in some type of training program.

13

Total interns in training by JobFusion at Social Enterprises - Art/Clay, Square 7

2

Number of individuals JobFusion is actively seeking employment for them.

20

Example: Job Training, Community Based Assessment, Employability Skills, etc.

(This does not include individuals in training programs). These are individuals ready to work today.

Number of individuals at the Greenhouse
Number of individuals JobFusion has referred to Designer Shoe Warehouse

0
Darren L. - DSW

1

Number of individuals JobFusion has in the Project SEARCH Program at FMC

0

Number of individuals that JobFusion participating in Community Based Assessment

4

Number of individuals JobFusion has referred to Career Exploration/Employment First

4

Number of individuals JobFusion is actively seeking employment for that are from a
“Day Habilitation” setting such as the “Opportunity Center”.

6

JobFusion’s availability to serve more individuals for training or for employment

Today

Number of individuals referred to JobFusion for Discovery since January 1, 2014

13

Total # of individuals referred to JobFusion that postponed or dropped out

1

Placements that begin in August

1

Billy C. – Krogers - Pickerington

Total # of (unduplicated) individuals receiving Community Employment Services via JobFusion

104
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Transition Services Update:

Susan Barnett

QIP GOAL: 7.2 Coordinate info and support for families of youth in transition,
consistent with the Discovery and Community/Employment First. Planning for
the next Discover the Possibilities transition conference is underway for March

2015. We are looking to have 10-15 families participate in the day which
includes Career Exploration, Self Advocacy Skills training, and information about
our Community First options.

QIP Goal: 7.3 Increase capacity of Bridges to Transition consistent with OODA
standards. In meetings with the Transition, and Kid ISC’s to review their

caseloads from ages 14-22, we have identified at least 15-20 more individuals to
be referred to the Bridges to Transition grant for OODA services. ISC’s are
currently meeting with families to discuss the referral, and then will make the
referrals by the end of August.
Transition Collaborative Meeting- Our next meeting is set for September. This
summer the focus has been to increase the information available on our website
regarding transition services, the collaborative meetings, and linking our services
with the Ohio Employment First Transition Tools.
Bridges to Transition Grant- New referrals are being forwarded to Amy Parker,
the Bridges Coordinator. This summer, Amy has been working with our vendors
regarding obtaining employment closures and summer programs. OODA is
putting together Transition Service Guidelines that will determine how transition
services will proceed in years to come. We will be watching this closely to align
services with best practices for the Bridges grant. Negotiations have begun with
OACBDD’s Project Management Team with OODA for this next year. OACBDD is
proposing a new structure for service delivery to help sustain the program and
make it viable. More to come as OODA reviews the suggested model. OACBDD
did hold a phone conference to discuss the proposed changes and to solicit
feedback from partnering county boards before they moved forward.
Fairfield Medical Center Project Search: The “New Student Celebration” is set for
August 12th at Fairfield Medical Center and classes begin August 14th! Linda
Ferguson, the Special Education Instructor is getting the classroom ready,
transportation is in place and job coaches are ready to begin. We are excited to
have nine students this year from 7 school districts! Thanks to OODA for your
continued support for this valuable program. An update on the graduating class
of 2014…3 have obtained employment. This is a higher than expected rate of
employment this early after graduation for a third of the class! Congratulations
to the graduates on their jobs!
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Benefits Consultations/Analysis:
Ron Swain
During the month of July 2014, 25 BVR/BSVI/VRP3/Employment First fee-forservice Benefits Analyses were conducted at $285 each. One Fairfield DD
Benefits Analysis was completed. Also, a three-hour training provided to
Richland County DD generated $500.
Monthly total billing was $7,625.00. Total year-to-date billing for Benefits
Analyses is $71,535.12. Julie Koehler, Benefits Analysis sub-contractor, provided
eight consultations in June. There are currently 47 referrals pending for Benefits
Analysis fee-for-service at $285 each. Julie currently has seven referrals she is
working on and this analyst has 40 pending.
There were several marketing/outreach visits to OOD offices in July with Canton,
Akron, Youngstown and Mansfield offices receiving the Work Benefits You
publications, the SSA Red Book on Work Incentives and other disability benefits
and work incentives materials (including this vendor/consultant’s business cards).
An in-depth discussion was held with several Canton BVR/BSVl Rehabilitation
Counselors and the training in Mansfield was provided to 50 DD service
coordinators from four counties including Cuyahoga. Because of this and
previous e-mails, the volume of referrals has increased significantly.
Even with these efforts, it appears that referrals will continue to be slightly below
the 2014 level. In addition to the Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities
Agency attempting to get them completed for free, there seems to be an uptick
in the number of consumers obtaining work and checking back with questions or
with problems. This entails time spent which is not directly generating income.
A special consultation was provided to the Athens County Board of DD with the
report and billing to occur in August. This was a special, urgent need which was
accommodated. This consultant will visit the Athens OOD office in October, on
the same day as the Ohio University Counseling Education Advisory Board’s
semi-annual meeting. A significant number of referrals are generated from the
Athens area and this consultant attempts to conduct more than one business
event whenever traveling outside the area. This was also the case in the
Northeastern Ohio trip to OOD offices as this occurred in conjunction with the
paid training event in Mansfield.
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Educational Services

Jodi Blais

We are excited for school to begin on August 21st! The building is ready and the
teachers have been coming in early to prepare. School age teachers officially
return on the 15th and all staff will be here on Monday the 18th for Back to

School Boot Camp.

We said fond farewells to a few staff members last school year and have filled
the two one-on-one aides and the instructor assistant positions. Final interviews
with part time nurse candidates are being held and we are progressing with
filling the Supervisor of Student Services position. We have hired the full time
Speech –Language Pathologist but are still seeking a part time SLP. Welcome to
your new roles Brandy, Megan, Stormy and Julia!

Early Intervention:

Rebecca Nixon

Our program is currently providing services to 158 families in Fairfield
County. In July we enrolled 13 children and there were 10 children
who transitioned out of the program.

QIP Action Step 3.9: Strengthen resources and relationships between DD staff
and families transitioning from Early Intervention (EI) and continuing with DD
services.
The QIP committee is currently piloting a new process to support this goal. The
Early Intervention Specialists (EISs) have identified 10 families transitioning from
EI within the next 3 months. The EIS for each of these families will coordinate a
joint home visit with the selected Individual Support Coordinator (ISC). The
purpose of this visit will be to have the family meet the ISC in their home with
the person they have known and trusted up to this point, the EIS. Ongoing DD
service options will be clearly explained.
For 3 months we will track the following issues to determine if the joint visit
made an impact on the ongoing relationship between parents and DD
providers/services. Each family will complete and return a questionnaire
pertaining to these concerns.



Parent’s response time to the Introduction process with Monica
Cooperrider
Timelines for determining eligibility into 3-5 year old services



Parent’s response time to the ISC contacts
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Communication between EIS, Introduction/Eligibility Dept. and ISC



Greater knowledge of child and family for ISC



Greater knowledge of DD services for the family

Another goal under QIP Action Step 3.9: Establish a foundation of Parent
Support and networking. The committee is focused on bringing families together
to meet and build relationships with each other. Below are flyers to our first two
events, one in Pickerington and the other in Lancaster.

Join us for…
Family night out!
Organized by the FCBDD Early Intervention Staff

Sunday, August 17th @ Sycamore Creek
Park
Covered Bridge Ln., Pickerington

6:30pm – 8:30pm (concert @ 7pm)
Enjoy the Summer Concert Series
featuring
“British Invasion”
 Look for the FCBDD vertical banner to find us.
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 EI Staff will provide popcorn,
juice boxes and water. You are
welcome to bring snacks to share.
 Bring a blanket or lawn chairs.
 We will have quiet activities and sensory play during the
concert while we visit.
If you have questions, please talk with your EI
coordinator.

Join us for a….
Fuzzy Fall Family Kickoff
Sponsored by the FCBDD Early Intervention Staff

Thursday, Sept. 18th from 6:30-8:00pm
At Forest Rose shelter house and sensory trail
Behind Forest Rose school
1592 Granville Pike, Lancaster, Ohio 43130

Your family will enjoy …
 Therapy dogs provided by “The
Connection”
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 Fun activities for the children
 Accessible swings, tree house and musical instruments
on the trail
 Free Family Photographs (great for holiday use)
 Light refreshments (free)
 Koana Ice Truck (yum! $1.00)
 Time to chat with EI staff and parents
 Flexibility to come and go as needed

Please call your PSP if you have questions.
Hope you will join us!
Business Development

David Uhl

Art & Clay, Square 7 & Blue Shoe Arts:
Pamy Whiteley
July was a busy month for BSA artists as they were preparing for the annual
downtown Lancaster ArtWalk. This year the studio along with Art&Clay on Main
facilitated a community art project in effort to spread the message of, “We are
artists. We are locals. We all have something to say.” Artists, with and without
disabilities, were asked decorate a signature Art&Clay bag with their art. The
installation displays a wonderful concept that a disability does not hinder great
art.
We also welcomed back our Studio Coordinator, Pam Whiteley, from maternity
leave. She and her family welcomed a new baby boy, Louis.
Throughout June and July, BSA artists have worked alongside our student
volunteer, Ashley Snyder. She’s a graphic design student at OSU who’s brought a
great deal of insight to the artists and how they view art.
We officially have a new website! Visit us at 150westmainstreet.com.
The studio has also accepted the “Artful Table” invitation from the Decorative
Arts Center. Artists will work on designing a table display for the September
event as marketing for the studio and who we are.
Four artists submitted work to the Institute on Disability (IOD) at the University
of New Hampshire for their 2015 calendar. This year, they were looking for
artwork submissions to reflect their vision of a future where all people, including
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individuals living with disabilities, are fully engaged members of communities.
Like the Institute on Disability, we share this vision and are striving for it to no
longer be the future but a present day reality.
T-Shirts are in! BSA artist, Brandon Muck
designed our latest t-shirt which is currently on
sale down at Art & Clay on Main. We also have
BSA puzzles along with other original art items.
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Services and Supports
Total Enrollment for the program

Debra Albert
1124 +19

NOTE: this number does include those we serve from other counties for ADS/NMT through our contracted
affiliate providers.

TDD waiver enrollment
enrolled waivers

45 -1

The Transitions (TDD) Waiver established in 2002 to accommodate individuals who
were being served on the Ohio Home Care waiver who had an intermediate care
facility level of care. This waiver was administered by JFS until 1/1/13 at which
time DODD took over responsibility.

IO waiver enrollment
enrolled waivers
waiting list
emergencies this year
enrolled this year
remaining budgeted to dispense this year

124 No change
561 +3
1
1
1

Level One Waiver
enrolled waivers
waiting list
emergencies this year
New enrolled this year
remaining budgeted to dispense this year

184 +1
328 +2
0
0
0

Self-Empowered Life Funding (SELF) waiver
enrolled waivers
emergencies this year

3 +2, 1DODD Funded
0
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New enrolled this year
remaining budgeted to dispense this year

0
20 adult

The SELF waiver is Ohio's first participant-directed waiver. Participant direction means
individuals with developmental disabilities have authority to make decisions about their
waiver services, and accept responsibility for taking a direct role in managing services. SELF
waiver services include: Support Brokerage • Community Inclusion (Personal Assistance,
Transportation) • Integrated Employment • Functional Behavioral Assessment •
Clinical/Therapeutic Intervention • Participant-Directed Goods and Services •
Participant/Family Stability Assistance • Remote Monitoring • Remote Monitoring Equipment
• Residential Respite • Community Respite • Adult Day Supports • Vocational Habilitation •
Supported Employment – Enclave • Non-Medical Transportation

Locally Funded Services
Individuals in RSS home
Title XX
Individuals with personal assets or pending waivers
Discovery Services

$53,053
$61,594
$165,476
$10,500

No change

Individuals in a Nursing Home
Individuals on Transitions Waiver

$38,548
$116,818

No change

Individuals who have redirected their budget

$17,028

-5,554
+23,218
+1,400

-1,261

-1,228

Individuals on an individual budget can choose to redirect the local portion of their
adult services / non-medical transportation budget to community activities they and
their team believe will have more meaningful outcomes

Discovery Services
Chanda Busse
As of July 2014, 43 people have come through Intake and are being considered
for Discovery Services.
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In Discovery (includes Phase I and II.
Phase I (new to county) and Phase II
(recent graduate/at home), specials)
Employed (did not use Discovery)

31

RSC/BVR referral - Discovery with RSC

5

On TDD waiver ~ working with MEORC

(Profile
completed
for 1)
2

3

Nursing Facility and/or medical issues a
priority/retired
On Hold (illness/family/no longer eligible
and appealing)
New to County ~ deciding on pathactively working with ISC on process
(also Vendors at capacity)
Moved out of county or removed from
Discovery
Profiles completed so far in in 2014 (two
from 2013 referrals)

10
8
2
12

Two profiles were completed in July. In June, a change was instituted where
people coming from Introduction and Eligibility were not referred from the ISC to
Discovery but went to Discovery immediately. Eight people were added to the
Discovery process in July. Three of these people are part of the training for
vendors and were added as special reviews to help the people decide on their
path for employment. There are 5 new staff being trained to do Discovery.
Two are from the Opportunity Center and the others are with our affiliate
partners.
Outcomes from Discovery Profiles completed this month and in June have people
working on their employability and community engagement skills with HOPE
Center and Learning Never Ends (LNE). The HOPE Center in Lancaster is going
to places like Lutheran Social Services, Foundation Dinners and Community
Action to volunteer. And with LNE in Canal Winchester, they are going out into
the community to learn as well. The sites for LNE include the Community
Recreation Center, the library and a coffee shop. The affiliates are developing
new sites every month that meet the interest of the people attending their
programs.
Community Connections Coordinator (CCC)
Total Active Referrals:
New Referrals:

51
2
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Outside requests:

12 (Intake or outside calls and emails)

Customized Parent Connections:
Facilitated meeting to introduce EI parent with School age parent per request.
Facilitated connection for High School student not eligible for DD Services and his
parents with local family who have experienced secondary education per request.
Meet-ups:
1. Lancaster Meet-up group consisting of six individuals met at Art & Clay to
enjoy creating a piece of bisque then walked to a Jazz concert at the
bandstand on July 23rd during Lancaster Festival to eat lunch. Peer mentor,
Rachel Berens, met us there to chat during lunch. The group shared their
phone numbers and email addresses. Plans are being made for a pool party.
AK has agreed to take the lead.
2. Met individually with JS to talk about connections and her interests. Arranged
Meet-up for JS, AK and LM at Panera on July 28 to connect the girls since
have so much in common.
3. Arranged two boating trips on Lake Logan with Jerry Waits. Outreach Abilities
and the OC took groups boating, fishing and picnicking.
4. Transported School age child (13 years old) to Autism Camp at Forest Rose
School, July 28-Aug 8. This was a big step toward community life as the child
has been home schooled since preschool. His parents would like to enroll him
at Forest Rose School as a result of his success at camp. ISC is working with
family and school personnel to make arrangements.
5. Arranged multiple rides for individuals to Special Olympic bowling.
Community Involvement:
Participated in Festival Fair Day, July 19th. FCBDD Employees worked side by side
with three young women referred to Connections who have an interest in art,
children and volunteering in the community. We helped children of the
community create masks with feathers, rhinestones, and pompoms.
EI Family Gatherings (QIP 3.9)
Final plans have been made for the first quarterly EI family gathering on Sunday,
August 17th at Sycamore Creek Park in Pickerington during the free Concert
Series, British Invasion. Fun activities, snacks and time to chat will give parents
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a chance to network. CCC and EI Specialist, Melissa Sherrer, are organizing the
event. Fliers are being distributed by the PCP to each family in the area. The
Friends of Fairfield have committed $100 to help cover cost of snacks and
activities.
The Lancaster area EI family gathering has been planned for Thursday, Sept.
18th from 6:30-8:00pm at the Lancaster Sensory Trail /Tree house and shelter
house. The theme is a “Fuzzy Fall Kick-off”. There will be therapy dogs provided
by The Connection, furry critters from Alley Park, snacks, and simple activities for
the children while the parent’s network. Rachel McCoy will be taking family
photos so parents can have them printed themselves.
Life Management Skills training:
Facilitated the Life Skills training at Discovery U for two students in the
orientation. Discussed Time management, healthy lifestyle, priorities, money
management, personal resources and community involvement. The goal was for
students to identify at least three community resources they could access to
expand their community experiences.
Newsletter:
Submitted article and pictures to July Imagine Newsletter featuring the Meet-up
group that went boating on Lake Logan.
Introduction and Eligibility:
In July 2014, 89 individuals were served by this department.

(All of these individuals are not new to Introduction and Eligibility, but
continuation of the process. Therefore, the number is not unduplicated)


46 Community referrals, not currently receiving CBDD services or currently
receiving services from another County Board of DD and moving to
Fairfield County.



19 Individuals currently receiving services from FCBDD turning 3 years
old.



13 Individuals currently receiving services from FCBDD turning 6.



8 Individual currently receiving services from FCBDD turning 16.



1 Individual with an IO waiver moved into the county and one Individual
with a Level One wavier moved out or out of county.

Of the 89 individuals with intake status, the eligibility process was completed for
45 individuals.
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There are 44 people with intake status. The people are in process and include
the following status:
 9 - getting an evaluation or documents to demonstrate qualifying
diagnosis
 6 - eligible getting needed documents turned in
 3 - have qualifying diagnosis and are scheduled for assessment
(OEDI/COEDI)
 6 - Assessment done in process of being scored
 3 - Turning age 3 waiting on evaluations for school (redetermination
process is started 60 days ahead of birthday and they will have intake
status upwards of 2 months)
 5 - have been engaged but have not followed through/not responding
 8 - Family decided to wait/family crisis or other priorities
 4 ~ Waiver transfer/county transfer in process
 0 ~ In the appeal process

Age 3-5
Age 6-15
16+
Did not have a qualifying
disability
Voluntarily withdrew from
intake
did not follow through

previously
(new)
eligible receiving added to
services enrollment
9
8
1
1
0
1
5
1
4
2

3

6

0
2
2

0
0
0
6

in-eligible
1
0
2

were not
deducted from
receiving
enrollment
services yet
0
1
0
0
2
0

0

2

0

6

0

4

2
3

0

3
change enrollment

Individual Support Coordination
Lois Everitt
We welcomed to our team July 14th new ISC Laura Sherman. Laura is a
Transition ISC Coordinator that came to us from Meigs County. Laura is very
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knowledgeable in waivers, person centered approaches, and employment. We
look forward to expanding our team and opportunities with which Laura can
assist. Currently our team at the Administration building is providing service
coordination to 246 individuals. 61 of those individuals are children age 3-14, 70
are transition age students age 14-22, and 115 are adults.
ISC’s continue to journey on through the transition of completing Person
Centered Plans!!! We can say officially August 1st Happy anniversary!!! Last
year at this time as a county we had made the decision that anyone new coming
into the county and all people as they come to their redetermination date for
their annual span, would have a plan completed as a person centered plan.
There have been many struggles with this and we have not accomplished the
complete transition yet but we have accomplished a lot!! There is still a great
amount of work to do as we continue in this process including resource
management, listening and learning, and getting better at becoming more
people centered.

300
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Approved plans with funding
attached
Plans ISC's are currently
working on

0
1st Qter 2n Qtr 2014 7/1/2014
2014

8/8/2014

To date ISC’s have completed 282 plans and there are currently 43 plans
that ISC’s are in process of completion. ISC’s are continuing to put plans into
the IS ( Information System) electronically and we are hopeful that this will allow
ISC’s to complete plans in an easier manner and may take less time. At this
time there are 260 plans started in the information system- this is an increase of
51 from last month.
ISC Latisha Bloom recently submitted the following article in the Imagine Blog at
justimagineit.me
“As one of the first users and testers of the new information system (IS) I can
honestly say that it has been a journey. A journey that has led to great discussions
that resulted in positive changes as we have moved forward with the IS.
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The system has been so convenient for me. I want my plans in the system because
it's easier for me to access. I find it so much easier to input a plan into the Imagine
system rather than into the manual plan. Once you are familiar with the system it
takes less time than the manual plans and there's so much you can do. There's a lot
of helpful information within the system when you know where to look. I find it to be
user friendly, clean, efficient, and most of all it inspires team work.
My favorite parts of the system are:
.

Adding pictures

.

Being able to pin documents that are important for the team to access

.

The ability to keep things SSA confidential when necessary

.

Being able to see where things are in process at any time

.

Having access to DODD applications within the Imagine system”

LaTisha Bloom
Individual Support Coordinator
Fairfield County Board of Developmental Disabilities

Individual Support Coordination
Wendy Ricker
In the May report, I reported that Fairfield Metropolitan Housing Authority’s
Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Waiting List was open from May 15 until July 15,
2014. ISC Assistant, Melissa Delong worked diligently with ISC’s and individuals
to add approximately 41 persons eligible for services from FCBDD to the waiting
list. We are very pleased that at least 4 individuals have already been identified
to receive Metro vouchers. Melissa and teams are working to help individuals
complete the initial voucher paperwork and when necessary, to find new housing
that meets Metro guidelines. In response to the rising rental rates in Fairfield
County, we are pleased to hear Metro has increased the maximum allowable
amount for combined cost of rent and utilities for a rental unit (based on number
of bedrooms).
There is a roommate meeting scheduled for August 13th where ISC’s will identify
persons that want to move from their current residence. We plan to discuss
matching of support needs and interests of individuals. The next step will then
be coordination of meetings between persons so they can choose their living
situation. A barrier that is sometimes identified is sharing services with a person
with one waiver provider in a home. Teams are still discussing how to best have
choice in this process of provider identification for shared services. A
contributing factor currently taken into consideration includes who the primary
lease holder is on a residence and if they have an existing provider. ISC’s Alysha
Blagg and Tanna Kerr are currently working hard to coordinate the successful
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transition of a young female from a multi-bed ICF into an apartment sharing
some services with a peer.

Individual Support Coordination

Teresa Scarpitti

QIP: Welcome and engage community members and groups in the Pickerington
Regional office building.
A number of special events were held at the Pickerington Regional Office over
the past month. On July 17, the Ohio Department of DD held an all-day regional
meeting for Early Intervention Supervisors. On July 22, DODD presented the
Imagine Information System to the Superintendents and SSA Directors from
Region 5. On July 29, the County Board Association held two forums on
Redesigning Ohio’s DD Funding with over 100 people in attendance. The
Regional Planning Commission is holding a regional meeting at PRO on August
27. The Fairfield County Educational Service Center will be holding the Second
Annual School Leadership Change Academy in partnership with the Schlechty
Center at PRO and they have asked Square 7 to provide the food. The Fairfield
County Adult, Family and Children First Council will also be holding their Parent
Project classes at PRO in early 2015.
Update on ADS services in Pickerington:
 RMS/The One: James Cavins is the new Day Services Manager for
RMS/The One.
 GLDD/The Pickerington Center: Mike Ramsey is the new director of The
Pickerington Center. The Pickerington Center has added a personal care
area to their facility and now have staff who are trained in delegated
nursing and med certified. They also now have a vehicle that can
transport up to 4 wheelchairs at one time.
Successes:
A young man from Pickerington just got hired at Kroger in Pickerington through
assistance from Job Fusion. Another young man from Pickerington just got hired
by Giant Eagle in Pickerington through assistance from FTS. Exciting news!

Resource Management Team
Michelle Dexter
We are currently working on getting ready for our next give-back project for this
quarter. We are looking into participating in the “Community Care Day” that is
on September 9th. There will be more information coming in the next board
report regarding this.
Transitions Waiver

Partnered with MEORC (Supervisor Kelly Wells)
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Over the next year, we will be preparing for the TDD waivers to come back inhouse as MEORC will no longer be supporting this service. The Department is
still looking to convert the TDD waivers to IO or SELF but the earliest this would
happen is 6/30/16.
Good Things Happening:
The car show is on 9/20 from 10 to 3 pm at the Opportunity Center on 4465
Coonpath Road, Carroll Ohio 43112. Please join us for this important fund raiser
for Special Olympics Basketball. About 50 participants attend basketball on three
teams and we want to make 2014 and 2015 basketball the best ever. Thank you
in advance for all your help.
In my role as Project Manager for imagine with DODD, I was able to attend and
speak at the Reinventing Quality conference in Baltimore Maryland. At this
conference, there were many speakers from various states showcasing best
practice in supports for individuals with disabilities. I was very proud to share
what we have been building as a transformation change in Region V. As we
shared, the learning going on in Region V is not just about plans; it is about
changing a culture.
There were also representatives from CMS at the conference who reiterated the
rule changes which will affect every state utilizing Medicaid or waiver funding.
The speakers clarified states will be asked to include a plan of change which
speaks to least restrictive environment for both residential and how they send
their day. There was also a lot of discussion around the individual giving
informed, free will consent to least restrictive environment.
The most impressive discussions were from advocates and family members of
advocates. These people were not demanding services for themselves or
demanding waivers. What I was most impressed with was they would often say
was “we just want the option to be there in case I or someone else wants it for
themselves”. I came away from this conference knowing we do not have
enough self-advocates involved in the decisions that get made on a county or
state level. Many decisions are made in a vacuum of what we think people will
want rather than our asking them. Of our QIP groups how many have a selfadvocate or a family member involved? In some agencies individuals with
disabilities are part of the panel in the hiring practice. In the next five years our
system is going to have the opportunity to change an incredible amount. I
believe the people we support and their families should be instrumental in how
we go about it.
The slides from all of the presentations will be available to me by the end of
August and I would be happy to share them with anyone interested.
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